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Distributed Formation Control for Autonomous Robots Following
Desired Shapes in Noisy Environment
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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a novel and distributed formation control method for autonomous robots to follow
the desired formation while tracking a moving target under influence of the dynamic and noisy environments. In our approach, the desired formations, which include the virtual nodes
arranged into specific shapes, are first generated. Then, autonomous robots are controlled by the proposed artificial force
fields in order to converge to these virtual nodes without collisions. The stability analysis based on the Lyapunov approach is
given. Moreover, a new combination of rotational force field
and repulsive force field in designing an obstacle avoidance
controller allows the robot to avoid and escape the convex and
non convex obstacle shapes. The V-shape and circular shape
formations with their advantages are utilized to test the effectiveeness of the proposed method.
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Fig.1. Description of the noise’s boundary guarantees that there is
no effect to each other between two active neighboring robots i
and k (a), and there is no collision between robots i and k (b).
Where 𝑑𝑖𝑘 and 𝑑𝑖𝑘 are the actual distance and the estimate distance
between robots, respectively.
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neighboring robots are linked to each other by the
attractive/repulsive force fields among them to create a
robust formation without collisions. On the other hand, the
formation control based on dynamic framework was
introduced [10, 11] in which the robots are able to adjust
their formation by rotating and scaling during their
movement. In another approach, robots are controlled to
achieve given positions in the desired shape [12, 13].
Although artificial potential field is known as a positive
method for path planning of mobile robots, but in several
cases of local minimum problems this approach is still
limited. Namely, when the attractive force of the target and
the repulsive force of the obstacles are equal and collinear
but opposite direction, the total force on the robot is equal to
zero. Hence, this causes the robot motion stopped.
Moreover, in complex environments with convex and
concave obstacle shapes, such as U-shaped obstacles or long
walls, etc., the application of the traditional potential field
method is very difficult. Robots can be trapped in these obstacles before reaching the target, see [1-3].
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are as
follows. The distributed formation control algorithms are
designed in order to control multiple robots to converge to
the desired positions under the influence of the noisy environments, see Fig.1. These control algorithms guarantee that
the stability of the formation is maintained, and there are no
collisions among robots while tracking a moving target.
Furthermore, the obstacle avoidance control algorithm is
built based on the combination of the rotational force field
and the repulsive force field surrounding the obstacles in
order to drive robots to escape these obstacles without collisions. The stability analysis of the proposed control algorithms based on Lyapunov approach is given. In case study,
V-shape and circular shape with their advantages are utilized

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, multi-agent systems have widely been
researched in many areas, such as physic, biology, cybernetics, and automatic control over the world. Formation control is one of the necessary and important problems in the
research field on multi-agent systems. The formation control of autonomous robots, such as unmanned aerial vehicles
[8], underwater vehicles [9], mobile sensor networks [14,
15], etc., has potential applications in search and rescue
missions, forest fire detection and surveillance, etc.
There are several research directions on multi-robot systems, but the main aim is that the robot team has to work
together in order to achieve the desired tasks, such as tracking and observing a moving target. Formation control of
autonomous robots is inspired from natural behavior of fish
schooling, bird flocking or ant swarming and guaranteed that
the members in the formation have to move together under
the velocity matching and collision avoidance. There are
several methods to generate and control the formation of a
swarm of mobile robots. Artificial potential field is known
as a positive tool in order to control the coordination and the
motion of a swarm towards the target position, see [1-7].
The success of the formation control method based on the
random connections among neighboring members in a
swarm as an α-lattice configuration has been published in
some literature, such as [14-18]. In this method, the
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as the desired formations to test the effectiveness of the proposed control algorithms.
The remaining sections of this paper are organized as
follows: The problem formulation is presented in the section
II. Section III presents the formation control algorithms.
Simulation results are discussed in section IV. Finally,
section V concludes the paper and proposes the future
research topics.
II.

Remark 1. Consider a desired formation (V-shape or
circular shape formation) of N virtual nodes as shown in
Fig.2. Each robot must find a desired position in this desired
formation. Firstly, each free robot i will pursue a closest free
virtual node j in order to be active at this virtual node. If the
position of an active robot at the active node j is still not
desired position (for example robot k in Fig.2 with
k=1,2,..,N, k≠l), then this active robot will automatically
move into the virtual nodes (j-1) until it achieves a desired
position.
Remark 2. The motion of the formation depends on the
relative position between the leader and the target. At initial
time, a robot, which is closest to the target, is chosen as a
leader to lead its formation towards the target. During
movement, if the actual leader encounters any risk, such as it
is broken or hindered by the environment, then a new leader
is replaced. This new leader will reorganize the formation
and continue to lead the new formation to track the target.

PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we consider a swarm of N robots and
their mission is to track a moving target in two-dimensional
T
space. Let pi  ( xi ,yi ) , vi  (vix , viy )T be the position, velocity
vectors of the robot i (i=1,2,3,...,N), respectively. The
dynamic model of the robot i is described as follows:

pi  vi
vi  ui ,

i = 1,..,N.

(1)

Circular shape
formation

V-shape
formation

The formation of autonomous robots must satisfy the following conditions: All robots will converge to the desired
positions in the desired formation. While tracking a moving
target in noisy environment, the stability of the formation
must be maintained, and there are no collisions among
members. Additionally, robots must also automatically
escape the obstacles in order to continue to track the moving
target with their swarm. Hence, in order to solve these
problems we propose the control input ui for each robot as
follows:
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Where, the first controller ui is used to control the formation
o
connection. The second controller ui is used to drive robots
k
to avoid obstacles. The controller ui is added to help robots
avoid collision during their movement. Using the tracking
t
controller ui the leader can easily drive its swarm towards
the target. Now, in order to design these controllers, firstly,
we have some definitions and remarks as follows:
Definition 1. Robot i (i=1,2,3,...,N) is called an active robot
at time t if the distance from it to the virtual node j
(j=1,2,3,...,N) is smaller than the radius of the active circle
surrounding each virtual node (dij < ra, ra=d/2-λa, λa is a
positive factor), see Fig.2. Otherwise, it is a free robot.
Definition 2. Virtual node j (j=1,2,..,N; qj=(xj, yj)T; vj=(vjx,
vjy)T) of the desired formation is active if there is a robot i
(i=1,2,..,N) in the active circle of this virtual node, see Fig.2.
In contrast, it is free.
Definition 3. Desired position for each robot i in the desired formation is a virtual node j at which lim(pi (t )  q j (t ))
t 
= 0, and the virtual node (j-1) is also active.
Definition 4. The desired V-shape formation is a formation
that is linked by two line formations. These line formations
own a leader together and are connected by a formation angle φ. In the line formations, the virtual nodes are equidistant each other.
Definition 5. The desired circular shape formation is the
locus of all virtual nodes that are equidistant each other and
equidistant from the target.

pi
λ*
Collision
detection region λ*

qj

pk

Moving direction
of active robot k

Fig.2. Description of the formation control method following the
V-shape desired structure.

III.

CONTROL ALGORITHMS

This section presents control algorithms that guarantee
the conditions as presented in section II.
A. Distributed formation control
Firstly, surrounding the virtual nodes j (j=1,2,…N), the
attractive force fields are created to drive the free robots
towards the desired positions. Then, these free robots will
occupy these desired positions, and become active robots.
The tracking task is to make the distance di j  pi  q j
approaching to zero as fast as possible. This means that
lim( pi (t )  q j (t )) = 0 and lim(vi (t )  v j (t )) = 0 . Based on this
t 
t 
analysis, the formation control law for formation connection
is proposed in Algorithm 1.
j
j
j
j
In Algorithm 1, kip1 , kip2 , kip3 , kiv , ( pi  q j ) and (vi  v j )
are the positive gain factors, the relative position vector, the
relative velocity vector between the robot i and the virtual
node j, respectively. In this algorithm, we use two potential
fields f1ij  kipj 3 ( pi  q j ) pi  q j and f 2ij  kipj 1 ( pi  q j ) as
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the artificial attractive forces. The constant potential field f1i
is used to drive the free robots towards the desired formaj
tion, while the linear potential field f 2i is used to control the
active robots to approach to the virtual nodes. Additionally,
the component kivj (vi  v j ) is also utilized as the damping
term. Therefore, using the Algorithm 1, robots can quickly
approach the desired positions at the virtual nodes of the
desired formation.

However, in order to guarantee that the active neighboring
robots while moving in a formation do not repel, the noise
z pi must satisfy,, z pi  rn1 , here rn1 is a noise radius. This
noise radius can be selected as depicted in Fig.1a, such that:
rn1   2 , here the positive factor   d  rr as shown in Fig.2.
Moreover, the noise’s amplitude must also guarantee that
robots do not collide to each other during movement. Thus,
*
we can choose another noise radius rn 2   2 , see Fig.1b,
*
here   0 is a region used to detect the collision among
robots. Finally, in order to solve both above conditions the
noise zpi has to satisfy z pi  min  rn1 , rn 2  .

Algorithm 1: Reaching the desired position at the
virtual nodes in the desired formation
Consider: a robot i and virtual nodes j (i,j=1,..,N, i≠l).
Determine the shortest distance from pi to all the
j
virtual nodes qj and the scalar factor ci given as

Proposition:
Consider the active robot i with its dynamic model (1) and
j
control input ui given as (3) at the active node j of the
desired formation in noisy environment. If the velocity of the
node j is smaller than the maximum velocity of the robot i,
and the node j-1 is also active, and the noise is bounded by
z pi  min   2 ,  * 2  , then the system (4) is stable at the
equilibrium state (pˆ i  qˆ j , vˆi  vˆ j ) for all i and j.


1 if q j is active
di j m1  min di j  pi  q j , j = 1,.., N , cij  

0 if q j is free.





if di j m1  ra & cij m11  1 then

uij  kip1j ( pi  q jm1 ) kivj (vi  v jm1 )  v jm1
else if di j m1  ra & cij m11  0 then

Proof of this proposition:

uij = kip2j ( pi  q jm1-1 ) kivj (vi  v jm1-1 ) +v jm1-1
else if di

j m1

 ra then

j m1

 0 then

if ci

Consider the vector field f 2ij  kˆipj 1 ( pˆ i  qˆ j )T  (Pi , Qi , Zi )T ,
j
j
(xˆi  xˆ j ) , Qi  kˆip1
( yˆi  yˆ j ) and Zi  0. Achere Pi  kˆip1
cording to [19], we obtain:
 Z Q Pi Zi Qi Pi 
rot ( f 2ij )   i  i ,

,

  0. (5)
 yi zi zi xi xi yi 

ui = kip3j ( pi  q jm1 ) pi  q jm1  kivj (vi  v jm1 )  v jm1
j

else
Determine the shortest distance from pi to the
free virtual nodes qj in the desired formation as



j
Equation (5) shows that the vector field f 2i is irrotational.
Consider the scale function as follows:



di jm 2  min di j  pi  q j , cij  0, j = 1,.., N , j  jm1

1
Vi j  kˆip1j ( pˆ i  qˆ j )T  pˆ i  qˆ j  .
(6)
2
j
Taking the negative gradient of the function Vi we obtain:

ui  k ( pi  q jm2 ) pi  q jm2  k (vi  v jm2 )  v jm2
j

j
ip 3

j
iv

end
end

1

Vi j    kˆip1j ( pˆ i  qˆ j )T  pˆ i  qˆ j  
2

2
2 
1
   kˆip1j  xˆi  xˆ j    yˆi  yˆ j  
2


To consider the stability of the formation under the influence of noises, which cause the position errors between the
robot i and the virtual node j, we assume that the estimates
of the position and the velocity of the robot i are
pˆ i  pi  z pi and vˆi  vi  zvi ,,where z pi and zvi are the position
and velocity measurement errors of the robot i, respectively.
Similarly, the estimates of the position and the velocity of
the virtual node j are also defined as: qˆ j  q j  zqj and
vˆ j  v j  zvj , where zqj and zvj are the position and velocity
noises of the node j, respectively. Now, we propose a new
control law for the robot i at the active node j in noisy
environment as follows:
j
uij  kˆip1
( pˆ i  qˆ j ) kˆivj (vˆi  vˆ j )  v j  zvij .

xˆ2  vi  v j  zvij , i, j = 1,2.., N .







T

2
2 
 1 ˆj 
  2 kip1 xˆ  xˆi  xˆ j    yˆi  yˆ j  
i


2
2 
 1 ˆj 
  2 kip1 yˆ  xˆi  xˆ j    yˆi  yˆ j  
i


T
j
 kˆip1  xˆi  xˆ j  
  kˆip1j ( pˆ i  qˆ j )  f 2ij .
 j
 kˆip1  yi  y j  



(3)

j
j
 kipd
+ 2 vˆ j and kˆivj are the positive factors.
Where, kˆip1
Let xˆ1  pˆ i  qˆ j  pi  q j  z pij and xˆ2  vˆi  vˆ j  vi  v j  zvij be
the relative position and velocity of the robot i and node j in
noisy environment, here zvij  zvi  zvj and z pij  z pi  zqj . We
have the error dynamic of the system as:

xˆ1  xˆ2





(7)

j

So, (5) and (7) show that the vector field f 2i is a potential
j
field, and its potential function is Vi .
j
Substitute ui in (3) into (4) we obtain the error dynamic
model of the system as follows:

xˆ1  xˆ2
xˆ2  Vi j kˆivj (vˆi  vˆ j ), i, j = 1,2.., N .

(4)
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(8)

k

k

k

(9)

The positive factors ki1 , ki 2 , kiv are used to control the fast
interaction. The unit vector nik from robot k to robot i is
given as nik   pˆ i  qˆk  pˆ i  qˆk . The set of the neighboring
robots of the robot i at time t, is defined as follows
Nik (t )  k : dik  pˆ i  qˆk  rr , k  1,..N  , k  i.

Consider T the potential function (6) we have the relation
Vi j pˆi   Vi j ( pˆi  qˆ j ).T Taking the time derivative of
(9) along the trajectory of the system (8), we obtain:

The controller (13) shows that the neighboring robots are
always driven to leave each other. In other words, this controller guarantees that there are no collisions among robots
in the swarm.

To analyze the stability of model (8) at the equilibrium
position ( pˆ i  qˆ j  0, vˆi  vˆ j  0) , the positive definite function
is selected as follows:
Vz  Vi j 

1 T
xˆ2 xˆ2 .
2

Vz (t )  Vi j xˆ1T  xˆ2T xˆ2  xˆ2T (Vi j  xˆ2 ).

 Obstacle avoidance control

(10)

The obstacle avoidance control algorithm for each
member robot i (i=1,2,..,N) is designed as follows:

Substitute x̂2 in (8) into (10) we obtain:

Vz (t )  kˆivj xˆ2T xˆ2  0.

(11)

  1 1  ki1o

u     o    o 2  kio2  dio  r    n io


r  (di )
o 1, o  k   d i

o

So, equation (11) shows that the system (8) is stable with the
control law (3). However, this stability is limited by the
boundary of the noise. If z pi  min   2,  * 2  , then the
active neighboring robots can repel to each other or the
robots can collide, so the stability is broken, see Fig.1.

oNi ( t )
M



 Target tracking control

(12)

A. Preparation for simulation
For these simulations, we assume that the initial
velocities of the robots and target are set to zero. The initial
positions of the robots are random. V-shape and circular
shape formations are used to test the proposed control
algorithms. According to [5, 6], the algorithm to generate the
desired V-shape formation of the virtual nodes j (j=1,2..,N)
is built as follows:

According to [5, 6], the collision avoidance controller,
which is designed based on the combination of the repulsive
potential field with the damping term, is given as follows:

  1 1  ki1k
 k
k
k
  k   k 2  ki 2  di  rr   ni
rr  (di )
k=1, k  i ,   d i

k
N





 xˆ j  
ˆ 
 yj  









k=1, k  i ,
k  Nik ( t )

kivk (vˆi  vˆ j ).

SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present the results of the simulations
of the above proposed control algorithms. We test the
stability of the formation under the influences of noise and
the change of the formation angle.

 Collision avoidance control

N

 k (vˆi  vˆo )  .



IV.

t

where, klv and vˆt are the positive factor and the acceleration of
the target, respectively. The component (vˆl  vˆt ) is the
relative velocity vector between the leader and the target.
t
The potential field f l from the target is used to drive the
leader moving towards the target, and it is calculated as
fl t = lt ( pˆ l  pˆ t ) pˆ l  pˆ t , here:  lt is a control element, and
( pˆ l  pˆ t ) is the relative position between the leader and the
target.



(14)

o
iv



For the target tracking, the control law is given as:

k  Ni ( t )

o or
i i

Where, the relative velocity vector (vi – vo) between the
robot i and its neighboring obstacle o (o=1,2,..,M) is used as
o
a damping term. The components r   0 and di  pˆ i  pˆ o
are the obstacle detection range and the Euclidean distance
between the robot i and the obstacle o, respectively. The set
of the neighboring obstacles of the robot i at time t is also
defined as Nio (t )  o : dio  r  , o  1,..M  , o  k. The
o
o
o
positive factors ki1 , ki 2 , kiv are used to control the fast
o
obstacle avoidance, and the unit vector ni is given as
o
ni   pˆ i  pˆ o  pˆ i  pˆ o . Additionally, in the rotational
force, which is applied to drive robots to escape obstacles,
wio is a control factor and the unit vector
nior is chosen as
or
or
o
o T
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ni  ci (yi  yo ) di , (xi  xo ) di .

As discussed above, with the formation stability and
maintenance following a desired formation in a free environment, robots must automatically escape obstacles in order to
approach to the target without collisions. To perform these
works, we use the control algorithms: collision avoidance
control, obstacle control and target tracking control. According to [5, 6], these control algorithms are summarized as
follows:

uik 

 w n

o 1, o  k
oNio ( t )

B. Target tracking, collision avoidance and obstacle avoidance control

ult  fl t  klvt (vˆl  vˆt )  vˆt ,

M

o
i

(13)

Where, rr is the repulsive radius surrounding each robot, and
d ik is the Euclidean distance between robot k and robot i.
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 cos   sin 
 xˆl 
 ˆ   1 
cos 
 yl 
 sin 

  d d cos  d 
 
,
  d d sin  d 

if j  N 2 +1; j = 1,2..N ,
 cos   sin 
 xˆl 
 ˆ    2 
cos 
 yl 
 sin 
otherwise,

  d d cos  d 
 
,
  d d sin  d 

(15)

 cos   sin 
 xˆ j   xˆt 
t
 ˆ      dl 
cos 
 y j   yˆt 
 sin 

Formation angle φ(t)/2 (rad)

and the algorithm to generate the desired circular shape formation of the virtual nodes j (j=1,2..,N) is also designed as:
 cos(2 N ) 
,

 sin( 2 N )  (16)



j = 1,2..N; = j  1.

Here:   (( pˆ t  pˆ l ), ox) , 1  j  1, 2  j T1  floor ( N 2),
qˆ j  ( xˆ j , yˆ j )T , pˆ t  ( xˆt , yˆt )T and pˆ j   xˆ j , yˆ j  . dd =constant
and d   d are the desired distance between the neighboring
virtual nodes and the desired formation angle, respectively.
t
In these case studies, we design the control element  l in
(12) as follows:

2

Formation angle φ(t)/2
changes suddenly from π/3 to φmax
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Fig.4. Formation angle φ(t)/2 while tracking a moving target.

B. Test the stability of the swarm in noisy environment
without obstacles

 1 1  klt2
kl1t (dlt  r )


, if dlt  r t



t 2
 t
(r t  r )
lt =  dl r  (dl )
(17)
 t
kl1 , otherwise,
t
t
where, kl 2 , r and r are the positive constant, the target
approaching radius, and the desired radius of the circular
t

t
formation rmin  r  r , respectively. dlt  pˆ l  pˆ t is the
t
+ 3 vt ,
distance between the leader and the target. kl1t  kl1d
t
here kl1d ,  3 are the positive factors. Equation (17) shows
that a formation is driven by the leader will track a moving
t
t
target when dl  r . In contrast, it will approach and encircle
the target. The noises used in this simulation are Gaussian
700
function with zero mean, variance of 1 and standard
deviation of 1, see Fig.3. The formation angle  (t ) is
600
utilized as follows:  (t )  2 / 3  1.6sin 0.2t  , see Fig.4.
The target moves on a sine wave trajectory as follows:
500
pt = (0.9t +640, 160sin(0.01t ) +250)T .The general parameters
of the simulations are listed in table I.
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TABLE I: PARAMETER VALUES
900

300

Definition

Value

dd
λ
N
φd
rτ
ra
kl1t, kl2t
ki1j, ki2j, ki3j
kivj, kivt, kivk,

Desired distance between robots
Positive constant
Number of robots
Desired formation angle
Target approach radius
Radius around each active node
Factors for approach to target
Positive constants
Damping factors

60
200
20
9
100
2π/3
60
0
25
0
9, 0.6
3, 4, 9
1.4

800

Desired formation
(red shapes)

Leader’s
trajectory

Desired formation
Target’s trajectory
Leader

600
500
500

400

700

400

300

600

t=400s

300

200

y-position

Parameter

700
600

100

500
200
400

t=330s

200

300

t=0s

400

500

600

100

700

800
100

900

0

0 0
0

300

100

1000
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200

300

1100
400
400
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600

600
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200

2
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Noise (m)

1
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Circular
formation

t=190s
Initial position
of robots (blue shapes)
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V-formation’s change
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800
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Fig.6. The influences of noises and the different formation angles
on the swarm’s trajectory while tracking a moving target.
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The results in Fig.5 show that the robot i is always closed
to the active node j in the desired formation, and its
formation was maintained following the desired formations
(V-shape and circular formation) although there are the
effects of the noisy environment and the changes of the
formation angle φ(t)/2. The position error between each
robot i and the active node j, at which this robot i was

-1.5
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t=50s t=70s
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Fig.3. Noise effects on the system.
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occupying, is small, see Fig.5 and Fig.6. The simulation
results in Fig.6 also shows that from the random initial
positions, the free robots have quickly found their desired
position on the desired V-formation. Then, they tracked a
moving target in a stable V-formation. At time t=70s, un-der
the influence of the sudden change of the formation angle
from 2π/3 to φmax=(π-0.6) the stability of the formation was
broken, but it was quickly redesigned to continue to track
the moving target. In contrast, when the formation angle φ(t)
changed slowly the formation of robots was always maintained following the desired V-formation with the small
position errors, see Fig.5, Fig.6. Moreover, the simulation
results also show that the noise had influences to the position
error on the robot formation, but this influence only caused
small formation changes as shown in Fig.5.
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